"It's an awful and

"This is the most poorly

depressing story with no

written book about

redeeming qualities."

nothing that I have ever
read!"

The Great Gatsby

Catcher in the Rye

"Awful. It was only 160 pages,

"I know this is a classic, but I hated

but it took me several months,

this book. I hated Cathy, I hated

and a great deal of
determination to finish."

Heathcliff and I thought everyone
should just be smacked with the
skillet and sent to bed without
dinner."

Fahrenheit 451

Wuthering Heights

"The only joy I got from this

"How on earth did Agatha

book is reading the one-star

Christie become so

reviews so I could agree with

famous?"

all of them."

Ready Player One

Murder on the
Orient Express

"Dumb book. So cheesy. I

"Who I would

couldn't get through 100

recommend this book

pages."

City of Bones

to is nobody."

Hunger Games

"The only reason I finished this

"I'm on page 50

book was so I could get to the

and I can't go on."

part where Artemis Fowl gets
punched in the face
repeatedly."

Artemis Fowl

Throne of Glass

"Charles Dickens is for

"I suggest you don't get

old people that had

this book if you care about

nothing else to do."

A Tale of Two Cities

your brain."

One of Us Is Lying

"What a sappy, maudlin, poorly

"Didn't even finish it. Would

written, one dimensional waste

like my money or credit back."

of money."

If I Stay

Fault in Our Stars

"To say that the writing style

"I do not recommend this

resembles supermarket

book to anyone, especially

romance novels is an insult to

teenagers."

supermarket romance
novels."

Divergent

To Kill a Mockingbird

"This is really a horrible book. I kept
waiting for some explanation of the
storyline, but none came. I guess
they want me to to read the next

"That's several hours I'll never
get back. I have resisted
reading this book for years

three volumes. It is not going to

and it would appear I should

happen!"

have listened to my intuition."

The Giver

Life of Pi

"It is a shame that this book

"Had to buy for school

has received best-seller

but whatever."

status - it means that the
author will likely continue in
the same vein."

Wonder

The Lovely Bones

"If I believed in book-burning I
would burn this book."

"One star because it was a
page-turner--that's it. It was
like eating a bag of Cheetos
that you don't even like
because you want to get rid
of them."

The Hate U Give

Twilight

"This book has no right to be

"IT SUCKS!!! I'd rather

this boring and unrealistic."

watch grass grow on my
front lawn, or better yet
watch a documentary on
the history of the ice
cube tray."

A Wrinkle in Time

Miss Peregrine's Home...

